ARCADIAN NUPTIALS
Longways triple minor
Music: Thompson, 1765; 24 bar slip-jig (9/8 - triple time)
Dance: Thompson
A-1

1-2
3-4

#1's turn by RH once around.
#1's cast below #2's AS #2's move up.

A-2

1-2
3
4

#1's turn by LH once around.
#1 Woman move up around #2 W, AS #1 Man cast down around #3 M, to form...
Lines of 3 across the set, #1's in the middle.

B-1

1-2
3
4

Lines, with hands, forward and back three steps.
Lines forward three steps again.
#1's twirl (Petronella-style) through the middle, to end improper in 2nd place,
in new lines along the set.

B-2

1-2
3-4

Lines forward and back three steps.
Lines forward and back three steps again.

C-1

1-4

Hands 6 - slip L, once around.

C-2

1-4

Partners 2-H turn until proper, #1's turn once and a half, AS #2's & #3's turn once
or twice around.

http://dancevideos.childgrove.org/ecd/playford/117-arcadian-nuptials

AUTUMN IN AMHERST
Longways duple minor, improper
Music: The Red Star Line by Kathy Talvitie
Dance: Philippe Callens
A

1-2
3-4
5-6
7
8

All step R and honor partner; turn single to the L.
Partners LH turn once around, immediately into...
Neighbors RH turn once around.
Hands 4 and circle L halfway.
Neighbors fall back, holding hands: progressed positions.

B

1-2
3-4

Women cross by RS; Men cross LS.
Partners CCW draw-pousette 3/4 (Women backing up the entire time, so that
Men's backs pass). Couples open into...

FORMATION:
Lines of 4 across the hall, #1's facing up & #2's facing down, Women on Men's R.
5-6
All lead forward and back a double.
7
All turn single R 3/4 into the set, into partner's progressed place (Man in front
of partner).
8
Partners change by right.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LnDBYbz6yqI

THE BONNY CUCKOO
Longways for four couples, progressive
Music: Sheebeg, Sheemore by Turloch O'Carolan - 1670-1738 (waltz time)
Dance by: Gail Ticknor
A

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8
9-12

#1's, holding hands, down the center past 2 couples.
#1's cast up around #3's into 2nd place (#2's moving up).
#1's RH halfway around.
#1's LH with #3's halfway around, #1's ending 3rd place.
#4's up the center past 2 couples; cast down round #3's (#1's, at the bottom, move
down).
13-14 #4's RH halfway round.
15-16 #4's LH with #3's halfway round.
The couple order is now #2, #4, #3, #1.
B

1-4
5-6
7-8

Hands 8 and circle L halfway.
All balance in and out .
Women balance in and out, dropping hands and moving R one place, while Men
balance out and in, moving L one place.
9-12 Hands 8 and circle right halfway.
13-14 All balance in and out .
15-16 All 2-hand turn partner to progressed place, proper (once or once-and-a-half, as
needed).

Repeat dance three times from the beginning in new positions.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skDoeMxd8l8

BRAES OF DORNOCH
Longways for three couples, progressive
Music: John Johnson 1753, in 2/2 meter
Dance: John Johnson, 1757; edited by Charles Bolton, 1989
A-1

1-2
3-4
5-8

#1's lead down to the bottom.
#1's cast up to middle place, AS #2's lead up.
#1's 2-H turn once around.

A-2

1-4
5-6
7-8

#1's lead up through the #2's, and cast below them to the middle place.
#1's 2-H turn 3/4 around.
#1''s, still in the middle of the set, drop hands and each turn R to face nearest
couple, #1 Man facing down, #1 Woman facing up AS ends turn in to face #1's.
Hands 3 in a wavy line at each end (Scottish "double triangle").

B

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8
9-12
13-16

All set forward and back.
#1's LH turn with the one on their L.
#1's RH turn with the one on their R.
All end in lines across, facing partner, #1's in the middle.
Partners back-to-back.
Bottom 2 couples three changes of rights and lefts, beginning with partner,
AS top couple turn 2-H once around.

Repeat dance twice from the beginning in new positions.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RnclL8cllQ

DRAPER'S GARDENS (The Margravine's Waltz)
Longways duple minor
Music: The Dancing Master, 1721
Dance: The Dancing Master, 1721
A-1

1-4
5-8

1st corners set and turn single.
Same 2 - 2-H turn.

A-2

1-8

2nd corners do the same.

B-1

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8

Women 2-H turn halfway.
Men do the same.
Circle 4-H halfway.
Fall back.

B-2

1-4
5-8

All give RH to partner for 2 changes of a circular hey.
#1's lead up through #2's and cast off to progressed place.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQlM5WRySH0

GIE GORDONS MIXER
Circle of couples, mixer: Couples facing counterclockwise around the room, Woman on Man's R
Music: The Gordon Highlanders March by James Scott Skinner, 1915 - 16 bars in 2/4 meter;
Scotland the Brave - once through the music = twice through the dance
Dance source: From late 19th/early 20th century
Note: May be danced beginning with *Varsovienne (or Allemande) position, or holding inside
hands held, or holding crossed hands.
A

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8

B

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8

Couples in Varsovienne position or other hand hold (above), facing CCW, walk
forward 4 steps; on step 4 turn toward each other halfway to face CW.
Walk backward (still moving CCW) 4 steps.
Without turning, walk forward 4 steps CW, on step 4 turning toward each other.
Walk backward (still moving CW) 4 steps.
Take inside hands, and partners balance together and away.
Man pull partner across in front of him, changing places with her, both changing
hands (still facing CCW), ending in a setting step.
Partners balance together and away.
Man raises his arm and turns partner under his L arm to progress to the new Man
behind him (Woman moving back to outside of circle).

*Varsovienne (Allemande) position: Partners facing the same direction, Woman's hands raised
above the elbow. RH joined with partner, over Woman's shoulder (Man's right arm behind her
back) and LH joined in front. This hold remains as the couple changes direction.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2KR4pCCTfA

GOLDEN GREEN
Commissioned In Honor of Sharon and David Green's Golden Wedding Anniversary, 2011
Square, progressive - Heads progress to clockwise side position, etc.
Music: Waltz by John Jensen
Dance by: Philippe Callens
A1

1-4
5-8

Men dance around partner, RS.
Men LH star in the center, ending in original places.

A2

1-4
5-8

Women dance around partner LS.
Women RH star in the center, ending in original places.

B

1-2
3-4
5-8

Head Men set in place, to each other.
Head Men cross RS.
Head Men turn opposite head Women LH, once and a half, ending Men facing in,
Women facing out,
AS Sides in the center RH star halfway, ending on opposite side position; turn
single L.
9-12 Head Men LS back-to-back, AS head Women move clockwise halfway, outside
the set to meet original partner, in opposite head Woman's place.
13-14 Progression: Hands 8, circle L one-quarter (progress one place - heads, becoming
sides, sides becoming heads).
15-16 Partners cloverleaf turn single (Men R, Women L).

Repeat dance three times, new heads always beginning B sections.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPkGHmF44Zg

HANDEL WITH CARE
Two couples facing
Music: G. F. Handel - Bourree from Water Music, Suite No.2 in D:
in 2/2 - AABB - A=4 bars, B=8 Bars
Dance: Gary Roodman, 1992
Formation:

Part I
A-1 1-4
A-2 1-4
Chorus
B-1
1-4

B-2

5-8
1-2
3-4
5-8

Part II
A-1 & A-2

Presence
M1 W2
W1 M2

Partners forward a double and back.
Turn toward partner and face out - Lead out a double and back.
All face in - #1 Man followed by partner and #2 Woman followed by partner cast
into a line of 4 facing up (#1M & #2W in middle, each holding partners' hands
also).
Line of 4 up a double and back. Bend the line.
Circle left halfway around.
All turn single; face partner.
3 changes of a circular hey, beginning RS with partner (no hands).
Partners Shaw side R & L (shoulder-to-shoulder siding).

Chorus - repeat B-1 & B-2
Part III
A-1 & A-2

Partners arm R, arm L.

Chorus - repeat B-1 & B-2
Repeat dance twice.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qa7IRbSwC0&feature=plcp

JACK'S HEALTH
Longways duple minor
Music: Jack's Health, Bolt the Door, 1686
Dance: Playford, 1679
A-1

1-4
5-8

#1's pull by with RH and go below #2's, who move up.
#1's 2-H turn once around, ending improper.

A-2

1-4
5-8

Neighbors back-to-back.
(Lines along the set) same neighbors join inside hands, fall back a double & set.

B

1-2
3-4
5-12
13-16

All forward.
Cloverleaf turn single (Men to L, Women to R).
All RH to partner for 4 changes of circular hey (2 bars for each change).
All 2-H turn to get proper - #1's turn once and a half, #2's turn once.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Y0OlE7y7tQ

JOHN TALLIS CANON
Longways duple minor
Music: John Tallis' Canon by Pat Shaw, 1965. 6/8 meter.
Dance by: Pat Shaw
The music is a canon, and the dance is a canon as well. 1st Corners dance as actives, and 2nd
Corners as inactives, imitate them 2 bars later, to the same music which follows in a round.
Partners never dance together, but remain partners throughout the dance, progressing in the
traditional manner.
Measure indications below are for part 1 in the round.
FIRST CORNERS
Forward a double.
Fall back.
Forward & cross by RS.
Turn Single L, making a loop.

SECOND CORNERS
-Forward a double.
Fall back.
Forward & cross by RS.

A-1

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8

A-2

As A-1, from crossed-over positions
1-2
Forward a double.
3-4
Fall back.
5-6
Forward & cross by RS.
7-8
TS L, making a loop.

Turn Single L, making a loop.
Forward a double.
Fall back.
Forward to cross by RS.

B-1

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8

RH around halfway.
Pick up 2nd Corners for RH star halfway.
Set.
TS.

TS L, making a loop.
Join in RH star halfway.
RH around halfway, to home.
Set.

B-2

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8

LH around halfway.
Pick up 2nd Corners for LH star halfway.
Fall back a double.
Forward a double veering R into progressed
position (#1 M down & #2 W up).

TS.
LH star halfway.
LH around halfway, to home.
Fall back a double.

A-1

1-2

Forward a double.

Forward veering L into progressed
position (#1 W down & #2 M up).

Dance continues as above to end.
END OF DANCE
B-2
(9-10) coda

All honor partners.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jxZTa2fCqQ
Note: Video has some dance variations. These written instructions are the traditional ones, &
will be followed in the Ball.

KNIVES AND FORKES
Longways duple minor
Music: Knives and Forkes, 3/2 meter
Dance: Neal Collection, 1726
A-1

1-2
3-4

#1's cast down below #2's (#2's moving up).
#1's back-to-back.

A-2

1-4

#1's cast up to first place (#2's moving down) and back-to-back.

B-1

1
2
3
4

Neighbors turn toward each other and lead out.
Neighbors turn toward each other and lead back
All cross right shoulders with partner.
All loop R to face partner.

B-2

1
2
3-4

Original 1st corners (now in 2nd corners' position) change.
2nd corners change.
Partners 2-H turn.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fC86FDvGQ38

LEAH'S WALTZ
Longways for three couples, progressive
Music: Ashokan Farewell, by Jay Ungar, 1983
Dance: Fried Herman, 1989
A-1

1-2
3-4
5-7
8

Partners set to each other, moving forward.
All turn single back to place.
Hands-6 circle L halfway.
Fall back into lines.

A-2

1-8

Repeat A-1: All home.

B-1

1-2
3-4
5-8

#1's down the center.
#1's face partner and set R and L.
#1's up the center and quickly cast into 3rd place, AS #2's & #3's move up.

B-2

1-4
5-8

Bottom 2 couples RH star once around.
Top 2 couple LH star once around.

Repeat dance twice from the beginning in new positions.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zp_5pf3Xr6M

MAIRI'S WEDDING, "The Modern Version"
Scottish dance for 4 couples, longways, progressive, 3 couples dancing at a time.
(#1's progress as in a longways dance.) Basic step is Scottish skip-change step.
Dance by: Jimmy Cosh (who gave his approval for the "Modern Version")
Music: Mairi's Wedding played for 40 bars (ABABB), 8 times
music: (ABABB)
A1
1-4
#1's turn RH once around and cast into second place AS #2's move up.
5-8
#1's turn LH once and a half around and face first corners (#1 woman to #2 man,
#1 man to #3 woman).
Diagonal *Reels of 4
#1's do not reel. #1's loop around each of 4 positions in a cloverleaf, always passing partner by
RS & new corner-position person by RS.
Inactives do a traditional half-reel for 4, beginning with RS to actives.
B1

1-4
5-8

#1's pass RS with 1st corners; corner partners change by LS.
#1's pass RS; continue diagonal reel CCW with second corners, who do a
diagonal half-reel.

A2

1-4

Half-reels continue as above with #1's looping around third position, as original
first corners half-reel home.
#1's half-reel around fourth position, as second corners half-reel home.

5-8
B2

B3

1-8

1-8

Reels of 3 Across the Set
#1's pass LS. #1 woman goes up; #1 man goes down to #3's. #1 woman splits the
#2's, beginning the hey LS with #2 man,
AS #1 man begins the hey with the #3's, splitting the couple to pass LS with #3
woman.
#1's end hey moving between #2's and #3's, improper.
Circle, slipping
#1's, #2's, #3's hands 6 - slip 8 slips around and back.

PROGRESSION - Dance progresses as in a longways dance, #1's still actives, dancing with two
couples below them. Original #2's stand out at the top.
Original #1's begin dance again with former #3's as new #2's, and former #4's as new #3's.
Third time through the dance begins with original #1's casting to the bottom of the set and
standing out. New #1's begin dance at the top.
Dance continues until all couples have danced the #1 position twice.
*Translate Scottish term "reel" into English term "hey".
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RIa23Wds0Wo
Warning: The video following this one shows a slightly different version of the dance.

MR. BEVERIDGE'S MAGGOT, "Netherfield Ball Version"
Longways duple minor
Music: Mr. Beveridge's Maggot, 3/2 meter, played AAB
Dance: Mr. Beveridge's Maggot - from "Pride and Prejudice" - BBC/A&E, 1995: Lizzy and
Darcy at the Netherfield Ball
s
Note: A-1 can be done by couples standing out.
A-1

1-4

All holding partners' RH low, gypsy R; gypsy L back.

A-2

1-2
3
4

#1's cross by RS and go below #2's (#2's do not move up).
#1's lead up through #2's, crossing, to original places, and...
#1's turn single - as if to cast (Woman turns R, Man turns L) - and face partner.

B

1
2
3-4

#1's change by R shoulder, AS #2's move in toward partner .
#1's go below, AS #2's lead up into 1st place (holding hands).
#1's back-to-back, ending facing up, holding hands in center improper,
AS #2's cast to outside of line of 4 across set, ending proper facing up.
All forward and back 3 steps.
#1's cross and go below, AS #2's holding hands lead up.
#2's turn single as if to cast down, Man to L and Woman to R (progression
completed).

5-6
7
8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBgaO9Va5cA - excerpt from Pride and Prejudice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_U0inc3E4g - interpreted version with very slight variation

The Cooper House, 405 Randolph Ave. SE, Huntsville, AL 35801
*Enter by the Rear Patio Doors *

